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Digital Inspections & Impact Monitoring in 
Real-Time on Your Lift Truck Fleet
Lift trucks are in constant motion. They are the essential tools for your daily operation. 
As manufacturing, distribution centers and warehouses operate in twelve-hour shifts, 
seven days a week, downtime simply can’t happen.

But it does.

Paper-based inspections can raise several issues that can lead to complications. 
Instead of missing inspections or misplacing checklists, consistent inspections will 
maximize the value of the lift trucks while maintaining quality standards and 
compliance that reduces risk.

How? With Scout.

Scout is a web-based software tool for Checklist Development, Editing & Tracking. The 
Tool is fast, efficient and captures what you need to track, monitor & report.  Even 
more… if a lift truck fails an inspection, identified individuals will be notified 
immediately.

Includes Impact Monitoring & Tracking 

Impact Monitoring & Tracking takes safety one step further by reporting impacts that 
are greater than the specified limits set in the system. Now you can access changes, 
collect data and make adjustments to avoid future problems.

Choose How You’d Like to Use It

WiFi/Cellular Touchscreen
with Forklift MountS2

SIERA supplies everything you 
need for self-installation 

anywhere on the lift truck

Simply log-in by scanning your 
badge or entering in a PIN 

number

On Any of Your Own 
Devices

OR



All checklist information and impact data are immediately captured and 

reported in the cloud. Now you can monitor real-time results while 

maintaining compliance, safety & asset management.

Dashboard Metrics & Analytics Reporting

PAPER :: The Old Way

Hard to track down

Missed inspections

Compliance Issues with 
pencil whipping

Problems go unreported

Hard to Track Safety Incidents

One Size Fits All

Lift truck lifecycle challenges

DIGITAL :: The New Way

One-Click PDF and Excel Reports

Instant access to facts with 
digital records

Randomize Questions for 
increased compliance

Instant Issue Alerts, Repair faster 
and close outstanding issues

Impact monitoring and reporting

Customized checklists for 
different types of trucks

Overall & individual asset 
tracking and analysis



THE S2 EXPERIENCE

Operator Knowing what the operator 

experiences is an important part of 

choosing the right compliance tool. 

It must be fast, easy to use and 

understandable regardless of 

language barrier.

Pre-Shift, 
Post-Shift 
& Daily 
Inspection

As the driver approaches the lift truck, the 

driver will clearly ‘see’ a touchscreen 

mounted directly onto the lift truck. As the 

touchscreen is always ready to go, the 

driver either scans the badge or enters a 

PIN number.

Now that the system knows ‘who’ and 

‘which’ lift truck, it will automatically display 

the checklist for the specific vehicle.

The operator answers the questions with a 

simple tap of the screen. If the driver finds 

an issue such as a leak, he/she can take a 

picture and/or add comments to further 

clarify the issue.

Once the driver completes the checklist. 

The results are immediately displayed in 

the SIERA Dashboard. If there is a ‘failed’ 

status, a notification is sent to as many 

individuals as you want.



THE S2 EXPERIENCE cont’d

Fleet Manager

Set-up is 
Easy & Fast

Effective fleet strategies require managers to 

be able to align lift trucks with operators and 

the facility. This may require the checklist to 

change periodically. If the information on 

paper is stored in binders or booklets, 

productivity & safety is at risk. Scout will 

help you achieve your fleet equipment goals.

Decide what ‘asset types’ you want to 

capture such as forklift, reach truck, turret 

truck, hand pallet, orderpicker and aerials.

Next, define the lift truck, or create a name 

such as “Sit-Down Forklift 1”. This will 

automatically generate a QR code 

identifier. Finally, create a worksite or 

name the location where the lift trucks 

reside such as “Detroit Warehouse South”.



THE S2 EXPERIENCE cont’dTHE S2 EXPERIENCE cont’d

1. In a fixed, never-changing 
order, or

2. Randomized order for 
both the questions and the 
answers

Now you’re ready to begin 
capturing the information 
to best manage the fleet 
for maximum productivity 
and OSHA compliance.

Monitor the condition

Detect early any failures 
and breakdowns

Take corrective action 
immediately with real-time 
information

Receive notifications of 
inspection failures and 
send to one or more 
persons

Scout’s flexibility allows you to generate questions for one or more checklists

Present the questions and answers in 2 ways:

Organizations derive value from SIERA.AI’s Scout when fleet managers can 

execute based on key metrics. For the fleet or each piece of equipment, 

you’ll be able to:



REAL-TIME DASHBOARD
MONITORING & RESULTS

SIERA.AI’s Dashboard offers you the control to make strategic and tactical 

decisions for a more efficient and leaner operation. Review data quality and 

performance more clearly so you can identify issues in various areas of your 

facility in order to detect and fix the root cause.

One Dashboard with real-time metrics for all of SIERA.AI’s solutions in a single 

place. Our Dashboard empowers actionable decision making by tracking safety 

and performance across multiple assets in multiple locations. Track and analyze 

operational efforts for an hour, day, week, month, year or over any period of time.

THE SIERA.AI DASHBOARD GIVES 
YOU THE POWER OF ONE 



View & Track Metrics at a Glance
Stay on top of your operational objectives and its success by managing assets and 

assigned workers. You’ll quickly know the status of an asset or worker allowing you 

to take action. This will help you to identify and solve any challenges while 

maximizing your investment.

Live Reporting
SIERA.AI monitors the right values for your operation with live reporting. For 

instance, after you define your assets, begin to track and monitor each asset, 

assigned checklists, as well as the result of the inspection report. Now you have a 

centralized way of maximizing the productivity and performance for a truly 

effective facility.
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